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Plugin Development in NetBeans 6.5
Any3D, the active extension model of
the NetBeans IDE, is a very popular

plugin platform. It serves several
purposes and is used by developers to

distribute their plugins and add them to
the NetBeans IDE. 5.00 The title and
the author of a snapshot view (Editor
Node) of the local file system. The

default is to use the title of the file, but
you can override this by setting the

prefix property (see SnapshotNode) or
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the name property (see File System
Node) to some other string. See also

5.00 The default value of the textScroll
property depends on the content of the
editor. The default is to use AutoScroll

but if the editor contains a list then
enable (disable)

ScrollingOnMouseWheel (see Editor
Node). The editor is scrollable if the

Scroll property is true (see Editor
Node) or if a TextScroll property is
added. 5.00 The default value of the
textScroll property depends on the

content of the editor. The default is to
use AutoScroll but if the editor contains

a list then enable (disable)
ScrollingOnMouseWheel (see Editor
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Node). The editor is scrollable if the
Scroll property is true (see Editor

Node) or if a TextScroll property is
added. See also 5.00 Whether to

include the dts folder in the
distribution. The default is to include it.
5.00 Whether to include the dts folder

in the distribution. The default is to
include it. See also Installation 5.00

Unzip or unpack the plugin on a
temporary or permanent directory. 5.00
To uninstall: 5.00 Uninstall the plugin
by deleting the files for the extension
(temp) 5.00 To install: 5.00 Install the

plugin by extracting the installation
package into the directory C:\Program

Files\NetBeans 7.0\extension
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